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KEY FINDINGS

QAnon profiles use
similar sources

Donald Trump

Nazi Germany
rhetoric

Antisemitism

A variety of hashtags



Conspiracy theories have been constant throughout history,

but the 21st-century technological advancements have

provided a powerful infrastructure for connecting conspiracy-

minded individuals on a global scale. QAnon, the US-

originated conspiracy theory derived from a mysterious figure

‘Q’ in 2017, has become a movement with the ability to

produce and promote conspiracy ideas at an unprecedented

scale. Its members and followers, united in mass rejection of

reason, have demonstrated the ability to produce, share and

tie together worldviews that distort and shatter reality, and

create an environment that resembles the birth of new

religion. 

QAnon started when an anonymous individual known as Q,

who claimed to be a US government insider, pronounced that

“an elite cabal of child-trafficking paedophiles, comprising,

among others, Hollywood A-listers, leading philanthropists,

Jewish financiers, and Democrat politicians, covertly rule the

world” and “only President Trump can bring them to justice

with his secret plan that will deliver what QAnon’s disciples

refer to as The Storm or The Great Awakening”.  By 2020, Q’s

conspiracy theory has significantly expanded. Its followers are

believed to be in the hundreds of thousands united by a

shared hate of mainstream elites, a belief in the existence of

invisible power groups that run the world, ignorance towards

institutions of the political and social system, contempt for

journalists, and rejection of mainstream media and their

representation of reality.

INTR ODUCTION

1
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1
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/06/qanon-nothing-can-stop-what-is-coming/610567/

2
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/sep/20/the-qanon-conspiracy

https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/06/qanon-nothing-can-stop-what-is-coming/610567/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/sep/20/the-qanon-conspiracy


"OUR  ROSTE

GARNERED  A

INTERNATIO

QAnon believers’ claims are complex and contradictory, crossing

ideological lines. What started as “a sprawling but unfounded conspiracy

theory claiming the existence of a global network of political elites and

celebrities who want to take down Trump”,  soon expanded to include a

secret cabal running a child sex trafficking ring (#PIZZAGATE), a secret war

between the Trump administration and a ‘deep state’, wide corruption of

the political system, powerful elites using coronavirus as a cover to implant

people with microchips, governments erecting 5G towers during

lockdown to surveil the population, and many other apocalyptic

predictions wrapped up in evangelistic Christianity that increasingly

defines the movement. 

Rooted in populism, the QAnon movement aims to evoke resentments of

the everyman. Its series of confusing claims resemble the conspiracy

legends of the past, but the power of online social media has given them

platforms to share, promote, and connect. Efforts have been made to

reduce this power. In July 2020, Twitter suspended 7,000 QAnon-related

accounts. In August, Facebook deleted over 790 groups, 100 pages, and

1,500 ads tied to QAnon and restricted the accounts of hundreds of other

Facebook groups and thousands of Instagram accounts.  Still, more is to

be done.

 

Get the Trolls Out! (GTTO) is a project by the Media Diversity Institute in

cooperation with six European partner organisations. International

League against Racism and Anti-Semitism (LICRA), Amadeu Antonio

Stiftung, European Union of Jewish Students (EUJS), European

Network on Religion and Belief (ENORB), Karpos and Center for

Independent Journalism (CIJ). The GTTO media monitoring team, working

on the analysis of discrimination and intolerance based on religious

grounds in Europe, already observed the rise of conspiracy theories and

Qanon on social media platforms two years ago. 
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3
https://theconversation.com/qanon-believers-will-likely-outlast-and-outsmart-twitters-bans-143192

4
https://theconversation.com/why-qanon-is-attracting-so-many-followers-in-australia-and-how-it-can-be-

countered-144865

https://theconversation.com/qanon-believers-will-likely-outlast-and-outsmart-twitters-bans-143192
https://theconversation.com/why-qanon-is-attracting-so-many-followers-in-australia-and-how-it-can-be-countered-144865


GTTO QAnon Report 1 

GTTO QAnon Report 2 

https://ctc.usma.edu/the-qanon-conspiracy-theory-a-security-threat-in-the-making


In the period between October 1 and November 5, in the run-up to the US

presidential election, we monitored Twitter for QAnon tweets, using the

common definition of QAnon as a far-right conspiracy theory “alleging that a

cabal of Satan-worshipping paedophiles is running a global child sex-

trafficking ring and plotting against US President Donald Trump, who is

fighting the cabal” (New York Times). 

First, we manually composed a list of about  100 known hashtags (e.g.

#QANON, #WWG1WGA), 100 known profile names (e.g., @Qanon76,

@QanonVlaanderen) and 100 related keywords (pedocrats, sheeple, etc.).

Using the Twitter API and Textgain’s Grasp AI toolkit

(github.com/textgain/grasp), we then continuously searched Twitter for

matching tweets. We observed around 0.5M relevant tweets from nearly

250K Twitter users in this time period. 

DATA COLLECTION

We found about 3,000 other

hashtags related to QAnon

(section 2) and about 1,250

other profiles related to QAnon

worldwide (section 4). Related

tweets exhibit an alarming

level of antisemitism (section 5)

and there is little doubt that

the users are spurred on by

Donald Trump’s Twitter profile,

which they vigorously cite

(sections 3 and 6).

6

6
https://www.nytimes.com/article/what-is-qanon.html?

https://www.nytimes.com/article/what-is-qanon.html?


Some data was discarded, e.g. searching Twitter for ‘#6%’ yields all

tweets that include ‘6’ or ‘%’ and are therefore mostly unrelated to

QAnon. Other results may include either QAnon propaganda or

counterspeech. For the purpose of this analysis, we have aimed to filter

out the counterspeech. To this end, we created a subset of tweets from

1,250 profiles which we are highly confident are ardent QAnon

proponents (henceforth the identified QAnon profiles). These profiles

were selected based on their profile name or description, which must

include one or more of 20 predictive expressions like QAnon, QArmy,

WWG, We Are The Storm, Save The Children, Great Awakening, and so

on, and which were then manually reviewed.



TWEET HASHTAGS

https://www.politico.eu/article/qanon-europe-coronavirus-protests
https://www.bbc.com/news/blogs-trending-53997203


#PIZZAGATE

#PLANDEMIC plan + pandemic

#GREATAWAKENING The Great Awakening, The Storm)

#GREATREPLACEMENT The Great Replacement

#PROUDBOYS Proud Boys

#NWO New World Order, Illuminati, Elders of Zion

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pizzagate_conspiracy_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plandemic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/QAnon#Conspiracy_claim
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Replacement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proud_Boys
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_World_Order_(conspiracy_theory)






#MAGA: Make America Great Again

#MEGA: Make Europe Great Again

#QANON: Where We Go One We Go All

To provide a more fine-grained quantitative insight we identified 7 broad

topics that recur frequently in the subset of tweets posted by identified

QAnon profiles. These topics pertain to 1) expressing support for Trump, 2)

expressing support for EU-based nationalism, 3) expressing support for

QAnon, 4) deep state conspiracies, 5) corona conspiracies, 6) religious

conspiracies and 7) extremism. Note that there is a convoluted overlap

between these topics in real-life tweets, but for the purpose of gaining insight

it is useful to treat them as distinct phenomena.

Tweets that contain hashtags such as #MAGA, #MARCHFORTRUMP,

#RESTARTLEADER, #HIDENBIDEN, and keywords such as 4 dimensional

chess suggest that Trump is a mastermind who is always two steps ahead. A

typical characteristic of such tweets is professing great faith in whatever

Trump says.

Tweets that contain hashtags such as #MEGA, #QANONGERMANY,

#QANONSPAIN, #QANONFRANCE, etc. These are commonly posted by far-

right activists that believe in European Trumpism, i.e. nationalist anti-

immigration law & order government policy, or in withdrawal from the EU (cf.

#BREXIT, #NEXIT).

Tweets that contain hashtags such as #Q, #QANON, #QARMY, #WHOISQ,

#IAMQ, #WWG1WGA (“Where We Go One We Go All”). After October 20 there

was a steep drop in such content, perhaps indicating a crackdown by Twitter,

with a number of profiles in our dataset being suspended on Twitter.

TWEET TOPICS



#DEEPSTATE: political conspiracies

#PLANDEMIC: corona conspiracies

#GREATAWAKENING: religious conspiracies

#GREATREPLACEMENT: hate speech (esp. antisemitism)

Tweets that contain hashtags such as #PIZZAGATE, #PEDOGATE,

#SAVETHECHILDREN, #SOROSFUNDED, #KILLARY, and keywords such as

New World Order. Popular targets are Bill Gates (who allegedly wants to

implant everyone with a chip; a Mark of the Beast),  Hillary Clinton, and

billionaire George Soros.

Tweets that contain hashtags such as #PLANDEMIC, #SCAMDEMIC,

#COVIDIOTS, #NOFORCEDVACCINES and #IDONOTCONSENT. Popular

targets include European political leaders dealing with the pandemic, e.g.

Merkelsystem, Macronistan, Sánchez El Sepulturero, Rutte en de pedofielen,

etc.

Tweets that contain hashtags such as #GREATAWAKENING, #THESTORM,

#GODWINS, #TRUSTTHEPLAN, and keywords like Armour of God used by

Christian evangelicals to hail Trump’s ‘church photo op’. 

Tweets that contain hashtags such as #PROUDBOYS, #STANDBY,

#FAKEJEWSMEDIA, #HOLOCOUGH. These often refer to the New World Order,

Elders of Zion, kraken, useless eaters, Umvolkung, jihadists, etc.

Using Textgain’s Natural Language Processing technology (NLP), we can

accurately predict the topic of each message in the subset of tweets posted

by identified QAnon profiles. The figure below shows the distribution of topics

among tweets. Almost unsurprisingly, about 30% of the discourse centres on

coronavirus denial. Political conspiracy theories occur most often in tweets

written in English and constitute about 25% of the discourse, followed by a

striking 20% of far-right tweets targeting Jewish elites and their hordes of

immigrants to replace white people and install the NWO. 
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15
https://www.bbc.com/news/54893437

16
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/jun/03/donald-trump-church-photo-op-evangelicals

https://www.bbc.com/news/54893437
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/jun/03/donald-trump-church-photo-op-evangelicals


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2020_Dresden_knife_attack
https://www.bbc.com/news/newsbeat-52092131
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The Truth Is ,(((מתק))) 

Out There Systemkritiker



Using Textgain’s AI for hate speech detection,  we put a score between 0.0

and 1.0 on each tweet, representing how toxic it is in EN, DE, FR, NL. For

example, when a message contains pejorative words like 'kikes' or

dehumanising expressions like useless eaters, the AI will predict a higher

score.

The table below shows the average toxicity score of random messages on

Twitter, and the average score for messages in our dataset relating to one of

the section 3 topics, along with a bar indicator of how many messages were

discovered. For example: the toxicity of a random German tweet is 0.05, while

German #GREATAWAKENING tweets are about 2x more toxic (0.10). However,

in the period from October to November 2020 we only found a couple of

hundred of these (■□□).

TWEET TOX ICITY
19

19
De Smedt, T., Voué, P., Jaki, S., Röttcher, M., & De Pauw, G. (2020). Profanity & Offensive

Words (P OW ): Multilingual fine-grained lexicons for hate speech. Textgain Technical Reports 3. 

https://www.textgain.com/resources/#technicalreports

https://www.textgain.com/resources/#technicalreports


The analysis exposes two societal challenges. First, English-speaking

QAnon fans have posted tens of thousands of antisemitic tweets in the

run-up to the US presidential election. For example, one Twitter user

with a Black Sun in their profile picture (Sonnenrad; neo-Nazi symbol)

writes: “I refer to it as the holocough because neither are real,”

suggesting that both the Holocaust and COVID-19 are fabricated

stories. 

References to conspiracy theories like the New World Order (secret

globalist elite) and the Protocols of the Elders of Zion (Jewish world

domination plot) are common in this subset, as are mentions of the

Proud Boys (US far-right political violence group), George Soros

(Jewish American billionaire) and derogatory expressions like jew flu.

Second, the German online

debate about the pandemic

seems to have polarised

completely, with tens of

thousands of vitriolic tweets.

One user remarks: “Das schöne

am Begriff #Covidioten ist, dass

niemand mehr genau weiß wo

er zu verorten ist” (nobody

knows anymore who covidiots

refers to). 



Querdenken 

Machtergreifung

Maskenfaschisten 

Coronawahn 

cultural marxist

linkse islamofielen

https://www.zeit.de/2020/38/matthias-poehlmann-qanon-bewegung-radikalisierung-corona


TWEET MENTIONS





What words are frequently used in QAnon discourse? If we compare two

samples of equal size on two different topics, both would roughly contain

the same number of function words like a, an, the, with, from, and so on,

since these are necessary to construct a readable sentence regardless of the

topic. However, sports tweets (for example) will contain more mentions of

team and winner, while climate tweets will contain more mentions of

renewable energy. To observe which words are often used in English

QAnon tweets, we compared a one hundred thousand subset of these to

one hundred thousand random English tweets. 

 

As it turns out, some words are statistically more prevalent in QAnon tweets

than in other random tweets. These include ‘sensational’ adjectives to

amplify personal opinions, like barbaric, disturbing, radical, suspicious and

wary. There are more adjectives used to convey negative emotions in

general (disgusting, furious, terrified) and more adjectives used to refer to

ethnicity (African, Asian, racist), ideology (left-wing, far-right) and sexual

orientation (gay, hermaphrodite).

There are more pejorative nouns used to target out-groups (libtards,

invaders, morons, pedocrats, sheeple), and more nouns to describe

falsehood (fake news, lies, madness), i.e. - to deride 'sheeple' who are not

awake and unaware of the world conspiracy known to the in-group of Q

followers. Some nouns have an origin in rhetoric from Nazi-Germany

(eugenics, final solution, Volkisch). Popular individual targets include Bill

Gates, George Soros, Mark Zuckerberg, Elon Musk and the Rothschild family,

for being Jewish, influential and/or wealthy.

TWEET
VOCABULAR Y

21
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Posterior_probability

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Posterior_probability


Not unsurprisingly, there are many obscure terms that refer to various

conspiracy strands, such as blood libel (Jewish child-eaters), Elders of Zion

(Jewish secret elite), Chyren (Hindu saviour prophesied by Nostradamus),

Armageddon (prophesied final battle between good and evil), New

World Order, demons, witches, wizards, vampires and alien lizards

disguised as politicians. This statistical outcome needs some clarification.

In the run-up to the federal elections, we also find a lot of counterspeech

in random English tweets. This can be users retweeting newspaper

articles or academic reports about QAnon or COVID-19, discussing the

phenomena, or posting taunts to QAnon fans. Therefore, political

expressions that were often associated with QAnon such as #MAGA or

#DEEPSTATE are not always good fingerprints anymore. What remains as

fingerprints, which 9/10 times occur in QAnon posts, are combinations of

words that are intimately tied to belief systems and the supernatural.

The list of words below shows approximately two hundred and fifty

words that, when used in combination, are highly predictive of a QAnon

post. Words displayed bigger were seen more frequently. We highlighted

the words referring to belief systems and the supernatural in bold. For

example, these include Antichrist, Satan, Messiah, saint, savior,

apocalypse, biblical, prophecy, rapture, ritual, Corinthians 10:4 (“The

weapons we fight with are not the weapons of the world. On the contrary,

they have divine power to demolish strongholds”) and Ephesians 6:10

(“Put on the full armour of God, so that you can take your stand against

the devil’s schemes”). We also highlighted Nazi-Germany rhetoric in  blue

.



God,

left-wing, swamp, billionaire, criminals, MSM,  fake news, pawns, quietly, supremacy,

danger, globalist, gullible, ignorant, illegal, Bilderberg, belief, pray, worship, far-right,

▲   QAnon  vocabulary ,  af ter  f i l te r ing  out  words  that  would  a lso  appear  

     in  random  Engl i sh  tweets

Elders of Zion , QAnon, awake, saint, satanic, ethnonational,
blood libel , secret, elite, coronavirus, conspiracy,

sheeple, Bill Gates, George Soros, Maharaj Rampal Ji, prophet,
cabal, Jews, religious, ritual, lies, resist, red-pill, Sucharit Bhakdi,

African, amusing, famous, genetic, mankind, prophecy, Nostradamus,

MAGA, Jesus, gay, nazi, pedophile, propaganda, visionary, wary, Chyren,

Jewish, Blacks, racist, native, panic, scientists,      , awakening, cult, prophets,
hornet, chess, radical, corrupt, disgusting, Asian, Hindustan, savior, tyranny,
Boris Johnson, satan-worshipping, Satan, sightings, OANN, nationalists, disturbing,

world-victorious, storm, theories, christian, devil, Bible, Mohammad, Muhammad,

agenda, alien, ancient, antichrist, sacred, funded, brainwashed, bigot, fascism,  Adolf Hitler ,

Armageddon,  apocalypse,  atheist,  believing,  biblical, Attila Hildmann, bio-warfare, bio-

diversity, braindead, bloodsucking, centuries-old, brotherhood, chanting, child-trafficking,

christians,    communism,   coup,    crusades,   David  Icke,   deep  state,   demonic,   demons
destruction, dinosaur, divine, end of days, end times, enemy, Elon Musk, epiphany, evangelicals,

evil, extinction, fire, furious, greedy, foreteller, gods, heresy, hermaphrodite, hermetically, human-

headed bird, ideology, idiot, Illuminati, imam, Isaias, Islam,  Jew, Jihad, Judas, judgment, liberator,

libtards,  madness,  marching,  Mark  Zuckerberg,  medieval,  merciful,  Messiah,  miracles,  moron

multimillionaire, nanotechnology, nemesis,  New World Order , occult, paranoia, pastor, PCR, pedocrats,

pedophilia, pharma, phrenology, pope, priest, priestess, puppet, quatrain, Quran, rapture, redeemer,

religions, repent, reptiles, Rothschild, salt, satanism, scripture,  scum , secretly, sex-trafficking, sinister,

spirituality,  supernatural,  suspicious,  terrified,   violent,  volkisch , weapon,  Whites,  witch,  wizard,  zionism

believer, deceiver, faith, prophetic,  final solution , gates of hell, gentiles, goyim, vampire, lizard,

symbolism,  eugenics , allegiance,  eradication , radiation, rape culture, zombie, barbaric, invader, Orwell,

Surah Ahzab 33:40, Ephesians 6:10-11, Corinthians 6:9, Corinthians 10:4-5, Matthew 24:6



Sent by God.

Lizards Disguised as Politicians.

Reptilians

(Reptoids, Lizard People

https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/03/12/?programs=religion
https://www.publicpolicypolling.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/PPP_Release_National_1002.pdf


TWEETS IN GER MAN
( 1 5%)

Panikmache 

Coronawahn Covidioten

Coronadiktatur 

korrupte

Elite Verbrecherstaat

Deutschlandhasserin 

Avocadolf Reichsburger von Reichsbürger

Kameraden marschieren das Volk



New World Order 

Neue Weltordnung

Nieuwe Wereldorde

Massenmörder Chip Zombies

Mind Control Microchip Vaccine

Number of the Beast

Mark of the Beast 



TWEETS IN SPANISH
( 1 0%)

plandemia gran reemplazo

Evil mastermind George Soros



TWEETS IN DUTCH
( 5%)



liegen afpakken

bestrijden 

mondluier mindkapje 

mondkapwappies 

pedocratie 

The Chosen One

E p h e s i a n s  6 : 1 0

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:God_Emperor_of_America.jpg


TWEETS IN FR ENCH
( 1 0%)

Most of the French tweets in the dataset appear to involve the #PLANDEMIC

conspiracy theory and the handling of the crisis, described as a dictature

sanitaire (public health dictatorship). This is the most frequent hashtag and

keyword in the data. It is used to express dissatisfaction with the imposed

government measures (e.g. lockdown, curfew, mandatory masks) as an

infringement of fundamental rights. It fuels recent French protest

movements against President Emmanuel Macron, like the yellow vests,   with

hashtags like #REVEILLEZVOUS (#WAKEUP) and #RESISTANCE, as in: “Ils le

font exprès ! Il faut qu’ils partent ou alors le réveil de la conscience populaire

va être terrible ! #RESISTANCE (they are doing it on purpose and they must

go or the awakening of the people’s conscience will be terrible). 

We also find mentions of Bill Gates, George Soros, George Orwell, Jeff Bezos,

5G, 666, Islam, #BILDERBERG and #AGENDA21 tied in to vaccination and

immigration discourse, as in: “Pendant que la minable marionnette à

#SOROS tue notre pays et distribue notre pognon… les nôtres crèvent !”

(while the despicable Soros puppet kills our country and hands out our cash,

our people are dying).

Mentions of Donald Trump (around 2,500) occur less frequently than

mentions of George Soros (5,000) and Bill Gates (7,500). This suggests that

French QAnon disconnects from its origins in Trumpism and instead fits the

narrative frames to its local context. For example, it is unlikely that French

citizens actually believe that Trump is God’s champion, yet they adopt the

rhetoric in a more general way: “On a déjà gagné. La lumière est de notre

côté. Sortez votre plus belle armure. #REVEILLEZVOUS (we have already won,

the light is on our side, bring out your finest armour).

25
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yellow_vests_movement

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yellow_vests_movement


TWITTER QANON
EMBEDDINGS

filthy X, filthy Y, filthy Z, filthy idiots

filthy

filthy bitch, filthy

blacks, filthy jews

https://www.textgain.com/resources/#technicalreports


PRESIDENT QANON ILLUMINATI

DEMOCRATS BLACK LIVES MATTER IMMIGRANTS

MEDIA PANDEMIC VACCINE



QANON AND BELIEF
SYSTEMS

Throughout history, human beings have in times of crisis looked for simple

explanations to complex problems over which they have little control, to

provide psychological comfort and get on with their lives.  During a time of

political turmoil in the US and a global pandemic to boot, today’s QAnon

conspiracies are no different and in fact somewhat uncreatively rooted in old

superstitions such as an Old Testament-style test of faith, a belief in a coming

Rapture rooted in evangelicalism, a belief in a grim Jewish cabal rooted in

antisemitism, and a distrust of scientific evidence and policy-making which

are not always easy to explain in a clear-cut good vs bad narrative. In a recent

New York Times article,  historian Yuval Noah Harari succinctly formulated

the emergent nature of QAnon: 

Global cabal theories are able to attract large followings in part because they offer a

single, straightforward explanation to countless complicated processes. Our lives are

repeatedly rocked by wars, revolutions, crises and pandemics. But if I believe some kind of

global cabal theory, I enjoy the comforting feeling that I do understand everything. The war

in Syria? I don’t need to study Middle Eastern history to comprehend what’s happening

there. It’s part of the conspiracy. The development of 5G technology? I don’t need to do any

research on the physics of radio waves. It’s the conspiracy. The COVID-19 pandemic? It has

nothing to do with ecosystems, bats and viruses. It’s obviously part of the conspiracy. The

skeleton key of global cabal theory unlocks all the world’s mysteries and offers me entree

into an exclusive circle — the group of people who understand. It makes me smarter and

wiser than the average person and even elevates me above the intellectual elite and the

ruling class: professors, journalists, politicians. I see what they overlook — or what they try to

conceal.

Yuva l  Noah  Harar i ,  November  20 ,  2020 ,  The  New  York  T imes
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QANON AND BELIEF
SYSTEMS

We may be hard-wired for prejudice as a thousand-years-old tribal

strategy for survival,  blaming others for problems over which we have

little control as a mental quick-fix that offers psychological consolation.

Throughout history, Jewish people have been persecuted under the

pretence of all sorts of bizarre othering conspiracies, from being

targeted as greedy bankers in Ancient Rome to child-eaters in the

Middle Ages and vermin in Nazi-Germany. The far-right’s active interest

in scaremongering QAnon conspiracies with a secret New World Order

(NWO) or a Zionist Occupied Government (ZOG) is no different.

We may be susceptible to belief systems that offer simple answers,

connecting all the dots in our mind, but this is often a form of

confirmation bias.  In the case of Donald Trump, QAnon followers

believe that he was sent by God and clad in God’s divine armour to lead

us through apocalyptic end times, while the man sulks over petty

grievances while playing golf and signing in to all seven sins.
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Within the following case study, we examine how

the COVID-19 pandemic created an environment of

uncertainty and fear conducive to growth in the

popularity and reach of conspiracy theories in

France. In particular, we consider the public

reaction to an interview by BFMTV, a 24/7 TV

channel with the largest news channel audience in

France. BFM TV is known for its close positioning to

the national government’s perspective but not as

politically oriented as other channels like CNEWS.

Because BFMTV usually promotes its interviews on

their social media accounts, we are able to view

how people responded to a tweet sharing a

BFMTV interview with Doctor William Dab. After

the French government’s second lockdown on

October 29th, BFMTV spoke with the former

Director-General of Health, Doctor William Dab, on

November 1st. Following Doctor Dab’s restrictive

safety recommendations, many flocked to Twitter

to express their opposition to it and promoting

conspiracy theories about COVID-19.

Case Study
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https://twitter.com/BFMTV/status/1322973950792634371
https://twitter.com/BFMTV/status/1322973950792634371












Within the following case study, we investigate

the alarming and pervasive online growth of the

QAnon movement in Germany. In the quantitative

section of this report, we discovered that German

is the second most common language of QAnon-

related tweets in our dataset, and that German

language Tweets tend to be especially vitriolic. We

expand on these findings by following one thread

of comments on Twitter about a Tagesschau.de

article about QAnon. Tagesschau is an

independent German telemedia service and is

also one of the largest mainstream news media

websites in the country. Given their popularity, we

expected a significant number of Twitter users to

comment on this article, especially given the

polarizing subject matter. By the end of our

monitoring, we had observed a large quantity of

toxic conspiracy theory and QAnon content on

Twitter in response to Tagesschau’s article, a

notable indicator of the dangerous prevalence of

QAnon in Germany.

Case Study
-  GER MANY



In “‘QAnon’ in Germany: The Interpreter of Hatred”, Tagesschau

speaks broadly about the QAnon movement, noting that it is

increasingly gaining followers in Germany. They describe QAnon as “a

largely antisemitic and racist myth”. They also mention the implication

of elite actors in an international child trafficking ring and the alleged

all-powerful secret government in charge of the world. Interestingly, they

also discuss a Berlin-based programmer who seems to have played a

vital role in facilitating the spread of QAnon in Germany. Known as

“Resignation Anon”, the programmer has a Telegram channel with

126,000 subscribers dedicated to informing Germans and even

international supporters about QAnon’s “very important work”.

According to Tagesschau, a few prominent media networks in Germany

(WDR, NDR, and SZ) are responsible for identifying Resignation Anon

and revealing the programmer’s role in creating projects and platforms

to spread knowledge of QAnon to German-speakers. Tagesschau also

notes that Germany’s security authorities observed a significant increase

in the QAnon movement during the COVID-19 pandemic.

When we searched for the link to this article on Twitter, we immediately

discovered 15 search results. Additionally, the actual tweet from

Tagesschau’s Twitter account has 37 retweets, 11 quote retweets, and

153 likes (as of 9 November 2020). There are also about 260 total

comments and replies to the article with a diverse array of opinions. In

the next section, we turn to the composition of these comments and

the high volume of QAnon-related content within them.

In general, there are two types of comments in response to Tagesschau’s

article. On the one hand, many comments make fun of QAnon and say

that it is entirely bogus. To this end, one user comments: “For those of us

for whom Scientology is too complicated. [laughing emoji] #QAnus

#QIdiots”. 

https://www.tagesschau.de/investigativ/ndr-wdr/qanon-verschwoerungslegenden-101.html
https://twitter.com/search?q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.tagesschau.de%2Finvestigativ%2Fndr-wdr%2Fqanon-verschwoerungslegenden-101.html&src=typed_query
https://twitter.com/tagesschau/status/1320774847195209730
https://twitter.com/tagesschau/status/1320774847195209730




Within the broader group of individuals who reject QAnon, some Twitter

users reply to several posts in order to debunk or use counter-speech as

a tool against QAnon narratives. This is often in a sarcastic or humorous

manner. 

In our analysis of QAnon on German social media, it is important to note

the prevalence of religious conspiracies and antisemitism in particular.

The Tagesschau article itself mentions religion in the context of the

QAnon movement’s antisemitism. In a quote from Felix Klein, the

German Government’s antisemitism commissioner, QAnon is described

as “highly dangerous because it can be connected to so many branches

of conspiracy myths”. Additionally, Klein sees antisemitism as the

“binding agent” between different conspiracy theories. Because of this

and other evidence of religious hate in QAnon, we expected to find

religious-based conspiracy theories and hate speech in our monitoring

of German-speaking Twitter. In fact, we did find that religion plays a

major role in QAnon, and we explore our main findings below.

Firstly, we observed a trend of “whataboutism” in reference to Islamic

terrorism. In the Tweet below, one user says it is “Typical that the

#FactSwindler continues to only care about their favourite enemies. God

forbid one would have to ever concern oneself with Islamic terrorism,

that would be real journalism and something like that has no place in

this attitude show!” This comment seems to implicate mainstream

media and particularly Tagesschau in targeting QAnon but also failing to

report on “Islamic terrorism”. This false allegation focusses unnecessarily

on all Muslim people by associating the entire religion with terrorism, an

example of the kind of Islamophobic and prejudicial beliefs that are

often embodied by followers of QAnon.







Within the following case study, we focus on the

harmful social media presence of antisemitic

conspiracy theories in Hungary. In line with the

findings from our quantitative report, we observed

an alarming level of antisemitism in Hungarian

QAnon-related tweets by looking at an article

published by 888.hu, an online news portal

established in 2015 with close ties to the third and

fourth Orban governments. We examine the

resulting social media engagement.  This article

actively promotes an antisemitic conspiracy theory

and thus is likely to foster the dangerous spread of

antisemitism and hate. In particular, the article

discusses a Hungarian right-wing conspiracy theory

about George Soros, a well-known Jewish

philanthropic figure who is often scapegoated for

the baseless claim that Jewish people are trying to

take control of the world. The theory asserts that

Soros is aiming to attack and take control of

Hungary, and eventually all of Europe. Ultimately,

this article served as an amplifier for a problematic

antisemitic conspiracy theory and resulted in

additional hateful commentary about George Soros

and affirmative engagement with this conspiracy

theory by multiple Twitter users.
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https://888.hu/gazemberek/soros-gyorgy-maga-is-beszallt-a-magyarorszag-elleni-tamadassorozatba-4276669/
https://888.hu/gazemberek/soros-gyorgy-maga-is-beszallt-a-magyarorszag-elleni-tamadassorozatba-4276669/


The 888.hu article is titled “George Soros himself has joined a series of

attacks against Hungary”. It details the conspiracy theory of George

Soros’ supposed influence on Hungarian politics through the words of

István Hollik, the official communications director of the far-right Fidesz-

KDNP party. Throughout the article, quite a few of Hollik’s comments

affirm this conspiracy theory. For instance, Hollik declares that the

Hungarian government has not and will not tolerate any blackmail or

threats from George Soros, thus feeding into the idea that Soros has

blackmailed or threatened the Hungarian government in the first place.

Additionally, Hollik argues that a recent European Commission

migration proposal has led to increased attacks on Hungary by Soros

and his supporters. To further highlight Soros’ alleged imminent

takeover of Europe, Hollik states that Soros already has control over

Brussels and has loyal allies across various European institutions who

have financially benefited from Soros’ wealth at some point. One of the

lasting quotes from István Hollik is below and blatantly feeds into a few

conspiracy theories, such as the far-right Great Replacement theory and

the QAnon “New World Order” theory of a Jewish global domination

plot.

In any case, George Soros and his allies want to

create an empire, a united European state,

inhabited by a mixed population, and which does

not build on national sovereignty, on nation

states, but wants to put it behind it, and with it

Christian culture.” 

-  I s tván  Hol l ik



the

tweet 888.hu posted with a link to this article.

https://twitter.com/888ponthu/status/1313846808704176130
https://twitter.com/888ponthu/status/1313846808704176130


Yet another Twitter user posted an image of the cover of Culture Wars

magazine with an antisemitic representation of a wealthy old man. The

old man was wearing a star of David necklace and hiding behind the

flags of the United States and the former Soviet Union and an LGBTQ+

rainbow flag saying “do crime”, an anarchist flag, and a rainbow sickle

and hammer symbol below him. According to the Anti-Defamation

League, the editor of Culture Wars, E. Michael Jones, is an antisemitic

Catholic writer who believes that Jewish people have an agenda against

the Catholic Church and thus hide beneath their religion in order to

enact social revolution. Further, he says that Jews wish to destroy moral

standards, social stability, and political order throughout the world.

Jones not only speaks out against Jewish people, but also believes

Judaism itself to be actively at odds with Christianity and describes it as

having “a particularly malignant spirit.” 

Overall, Jones’ entire worldview regarding societal issues is marked by

his belief that civilization today is “a Jewish world run on commercial

principles.” Additionally, according to the Southern Poverty Law

Center, Jones subscribes to many of the well-known anti-Semitic

conspiracy theories of Jewish domination and power along with the

idea that Jews have poisoned society through the “devotee of Satan”,

Karl Marx, and the initiator of an “epidemic of sexual sin”, Sigmund

Freud, and that the Holocaust was simply “a reaction to Jewish

Messianism (in the form of Bolshevism).” Jones is also known to regularly

cite extremist sources and even sells racist “neo-ethnic songs.” E. Michael

Jones was deplatformed by YouTube and Twitter in 2020 for violating

their hate speech community standards. While this Twitter user only

posted a single image in response to 888.hu’s article, it is clear that they

intended not only to support the antisemitic and conspiratorial claims

made in the article, but also to spread additional conspiracy theories of

Jewish dominance and greed.

https://www.adl.org/sites/default/files/documents/assets/pdf/combating-hate/E-Michael-Jones.pdf
https://www.adl.org/sites/default/files/documents/assets/pdf/combating-hate/E-Michael-Jones.pdf
https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/intelligence-report/2007/12-anti-semitic-radical-traditionalist-catholic-groups
https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/intelligence-report/2007/12-anti-semitic-radical-traditionalist-catholic-groups


directly from the

Hungarian government.

https://hungarytoday.hu/szilard-demeter-soros-hitler-europe-gas-chamber/
https://hungarytoday.hu/szilard-demeter-soros-hitler-europe-gas-chamber/


While the article in this case study was chosen randomly, further

investigation of 888.hu’s website demonstrates that other articles also

contain the same violent disapproval of Soros in defence of the

Hungarian government. The common thread, which characterises the

rhetoric of many of these articles and the responses from Twitter users, is

the outright antisemitism which is used to villainize any opposition

involved with attacks on Hungarian independence. Additionally, it is

important to note the implications of the Fidesz-KDNP party’s

spokesperson’s claim that George Soros and his allies are attempting to

erase Christian culture in pursuit of a united European state. This point

from the 888.hu article might have encouraged the responses that we

have observed, such as calling Soros the antichrist, declaring his

imminent punishment in purgatory, and even posting an image which

suggests that modern progressive movements are the result of a Jewish

conspiracy. Ultimately, this qualitative analysis reveals how real people

are buying into conspiracy theories via social media, especially in

Hungary where traditional government legitimacy is being taken

advantage of by the ruling party in order to spread falsehoods and

normalise antisemitism.



The UK case study looks closely at social media

discussions developed from mainstream media

platforms and their articles about conspiracy

theory-related content. In particular, we focus on

The Guardian, a globally known liberal-leaning

British daily newspaper, and its coverage of

Facebook’s recent crackdown on QAnon-

related content. Before focusing on this article,

we monitored a wide cross-section of UK-based

media platforms for their reporting on QAnon and

found that most of the recent articles were related

to QAnon and the U.S. elections. Most of these

articles were not shared on Twitter. Only some of

the news stories focussed on antisemitism within

the QAnon movement. The vast majority were

published in the summer when QAnon was

growing rapidly. Ultimately, we decided to focus

on this Guardian article because it was published

ahead of the US elections and it prompted heated

conversations about conspiracy theories on

Twitter. In particular, The Guardian’s tweet on this

article triggered a polarized debate on freedom of

speech and the regulation of conspiracy theories

on social media.
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https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2020/oct/06/qanon-facebook-ban-conspiracy-theory-groups
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2020/oct/06/qanon-facebook-ban-conspiracy-theory-groups
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2020/oct/06/qanon-facebook-ban-conspiracy-theory-groups


The Guardian’s tweet of

this article

https://twitter.com/guardian/status/1313595971918495745
https://twitter.com/guardian/status/1313595971918495745
https://twitter.com/guardian/status/1313595971918495745






At the beginning of this case study, we note that most mainstream

media outlets in the United Kingdom do not share their QAnon-related

articles on Twitter. Throughout our social media monitoring, we also

noticed that newer media organizations tend not to share QAnon

coverage on their Twitter accounts and even seem to avoid using the

term “QAnon” on their timelines. We see this as a preventative measure

to avoid having content pulled from Twitter as social media platforms

have become increasingly vigilant in taking down conspiracy theory

content. In other words, it is likely that the existence of platform

community standards encourages mainstream media to be cautious

when promoting articles which discuss the QAnon movement.

Despite the limited number of QAnon-related articles posted by

mainstream media on Twitter, our case study demonstrates the

potential for debate if such articles are published on social media.

Interestingly, we do observe comments from Twitter users who

recognize the danger of conspiracy theories and vehemently oppose

QAnon. However, we also discover a number of Twitter users who stand

by the harmful belief that mainstream media is corrupt and hides the

truth from the general public, a clear indication of support for QAnon. 

This intersection between mainstream media and social media

produces meaningful discourse about freedom of speech and

conspiracy theories. In the future, it is important to recognize this

intersection between mainstream media and social media in order to

effectively direct attention towards halting the spread of QAnon and

other conspiracy theories.



Given the scarcity of reactions on Twitter to

mainstream news articles related to QAnon and

other conspiracy theories, this case study focuses on

two influential Twitter accounts based in Flanders

that are clearly affiliated with QAnon. In our

monitoring of Flemish Twitter, we found these two

accounts to be active spreaders of QAnon content

to a broad audience of Flemish-speaking Belgians

and Dutch speakers. Additionally, we discuss the

two accounts together because of the similar

content and target audience of both users. In the

quantitative part of this report, we identified seven

broad topics which are often shared by QAnon

supporters on social media, and these two Flemish

accounts post content about almost all of these

topics. We build on these findings in this case study

by providing evidence of tweets which cover these

topics. Not only do we discover a comprehensive

discussion about QAnon from the two main

accounts, we also observe further discussion and

dissemination of QAnon content from Twitter users

who comment on these tweets.

Case Study
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   @QanonVlaanderen - “Vlaanderen Qanon Flemish Patriots Together”

   @WakkerBelgie - “WAKKER BELGIE”

Making light of the COVID-19 pandemic and mocking governments’

responses to it around the world

Arguing that world power is kept in the hands of a narrow ruling elite

and promoting other similarly antisemitic conspiracy theories

Spreading the conspiracy theory of a network of child trafficking and

child abuse and other QAnon-related conspiracies

Demonstrating support for Donald Trump and mocking Joe Biden in

the context of the recent U.S. elections

The two Flemish Twitter accounts we chose to focus on are:

1.

2.

Both Twitter accounts are solely dedicated to sharing QAnon content

and have 526 and 941 respectively several hundred followers. In our

monitoring of these two pro-QAnon Twitter accounts, the content they

shared can be categorized under four themes:

1.

2.

3.

4.

In the following section, we highlight three different tweets from these

accounts in order to demonstrate their link to some of the overarching

themes within QAnon, particularly the minimization of COVID-19 and

antisemitism.

https://twitter.com/QanonVlaanderen
https://twitter.com/WakkerBelgie


retweeted this post

https://twitter.com/MathildeReali/status/1318493703544209408?s=20


The image on the left shows a pyramid that represents a supposed

secret infrastructure of world power. Placing “Political Zionism” at the top

of the pyramid, it suggests that Zionists are ruling the world. This

antisemitic line of thinking has been around for centuries in such

conspiracy theories as the “Protocols of the Elders of Zion”. The image on

the right states, “Why did Richard Rothschild register a COVID-19 patent

in 2015?”, further condemning the Rothschild family in their supposed

plot to take control of the world through COVID-19. As a whole, this

tweet includes two of the four general QAnon themes; antisemitism and

the narrow ruling elite and presenting the pandemic as a hoax.

In addition to the original tweet, there are many comments which

reinforce these conspiracy theory claims. Above all else, the author of the

original tweet actively criticizes people in the comments who question

the content. When one user requests a link to the patent website

showing the supposed registration of COVID-19 by the Rothschild family,

the tweet author responds defensively; “You are already broken by the air

of suspicion. […] I have seen this patent application flutter by before but

paid no attention to it > until now! Because it is all getting too much!”.

From this quote, it is apparent that this user not only wants to share

QAnon and conspiracy theory content, but also to push back on people

who doubt the veracity of these theories. In this type of situation, the

production of false claims and evidence is often utilized to convince

those questioning QAnon to join the dangerous movement.



@WakkerBelgie on October

29th







Given the evidence presented within this case study, there are a few

takeaway points regarding the prevalence and nature of the QAnon

movement in Flanders. First of all, it is clear that the two Twitter users we

monitored are part of an online space where Flemish-speaking Belgians

and Dutch speakers go to learn about and support the QAnon

movement. Additionally, this space is often filled with the same

overarching theories repeated by all proponents of QAnon across the

globe. In particular, we observed multiple cases of antisemitism and

coronavirus conspiracies. Ultimately, even though we were not able to

find any references to QAnon within the comments of mainstream

media articles on Twitter, we still discovered the unmistakable presence

of online support for QAnon within Flanders.



In the following case study, we look at the link between

mainstream media and social media and how this

connection can lead to the spread of conspiracy

theories. Specifically, we find that mainstream media

coverage of conspiracy theories like QAnon can lead to

the spread of these viewpoints on Twitter. In order to

examine this issue, we monitored the websites and

subsequently the Twitter accounts of various major

news media outlets in French-speaking Belgium for

articles discussing the QAnon conspiracy theory. In

previous media monitoring, we found that many

Belgian people rely on larger French-speaking groups,

the French press, or American news outlets, to get

QAnon-related information. Therefore, we expected a

low rate of engagement on Belgian news outlets’

Twitter accounts. However, we did find a relevant

article by Le Soir, one of the most popular

Francophone newspapers in Belgium, which was

shared on their Twitter account. This article focusses

on Marjorie Taylor Greene, a pro-Trump candidate

recently elected to the U.S. House of Representatives

who has openly expressed her support for the QAnon

movement. In response to Le Soir’s tweet publicizing

this article, we identified various Twitter users who

demonstrated strong support for QAnon by

engagement in discussions about the conspiracy

theory.
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https://www.lesoir.be/335829/article/2020-11-04/elections-au-congres-americain-une-pro-trump-proche-des-complotistes-qanon
https://www.lesoir.be/335829/article/2020-11-04/elections-au-congres-americain-une-pro-trump-proche-des-complotistes-qanon










In the broader context of French-speaking Belgian media, a significant

number of articles  cover news surrounding the QAnon movement.

However, as previously noted, many of them are not shared on social

media, and those that are shared receive a low level of engagement on

average. Francophone Belgian news outlets that cover QAnon often

connect it to violence and hate in general, but also antisemitism like the

alleged involvement of Soros, the Rothschild family and Holocaust

denial. Though Twitter is not a major social media outlet in French-

speaking Belgium, in this case study, we found that even those who do

engage with mainstream media coverage of QAnon participate in the

spread of this conspiracy theory. These users frequently repeat the same

fundamental “truths” of QAnon in what seems to be an attempt to

garner credibility in the eyes of the public, or at the very least to draw in

any additional supporters. These beliefs in finding the truth, rejecting

mainstream media, supporting Trump, and refusing to be reduced to a

conspiracy theory are not just consistent with users living in French-

speaking Belgium, but rather across the globe. In combination with the

accessibility of social media, it is this consistency which is most

dangerous in the growth of the QAnon support base.



Within the Greece case study, we investigate

whether or not QAnon and related conspiracy

theories have gained significant traction in Greek-

speaking Twitter. Throughout our initial monitoring

of Greek mainstream media, we found a limited

amount of QAnon-related coverage by media

outlets. Further, we observed almost no interactions

demonstrating support for QAnon within the

Twitter threads of these articles. Still, there

mainstream media occasionally reported on the

issue and here we examine an article entitled

“Masks everywhere, but in the faithful” from

Kathimerini, a well-established, respected, long-

standing Greek newspaper with a conservative

centre-right agenda. Ultimately, while this article

receives criticism from a number of Twitter users,

there is no strong link between these comments

and QAnon but there is a link to other conspiracy

theories, such as the anti-mask movement, anti-

vaccination movement, ‘New World Order’ (NOW)

targeting Christian Greeks and 5G as a means of

global elite control. 
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https://www.kathimerini.gr/society/561139105/maskes-pantoy-men-alla-i-pisti-de/
https://www.kathimerini.gr/society/561139105/maskes-pantoy-men-alla-i-pisti-de/


initial tweet

https://twitter.com/Kathimerini_gr/status/1322999406082273280


In a complaint about the negative coverage of the Christian Orthodox

Church, one user says “Enough with the Church. We get it. Will you now

publish anything (...) about the Islamists who protested against Macron?

You’ve changed direction, we have understood everything”. Another user

also denounces what they see as a singular focus by the media on

Christians and a failure to acknowledge the “herds of immigrants and

anarchists”. Most users that oppose this article call the newspaper

“Turkish” as a way of signalling that the newspaper supposedly serves an

anti-Greek agenda. One user even responds with the following

comment: “Unacceptable and traitors to their compatriots and

themselves.”

It is important to note that in our monitoring of Greek-speaking social

media, we found that other conspiracy theories, such as the anti-mask

movement, anti-vaccination movement, and the conspiracy theory

about 5G as a means of global elite control, have a larger audience on

Twitter than QAnon. In general, supporters of these theories do not

blame Jews or Muslims specifically, but rather argue that a “New World

Order” targets Christian Greeks and benefits immigrants, Muslims, and

everyone else. Even though there are some xenophobic and

Islamophobic comments in response to Kathimerini’s article, there are

no further references to any of these conspiracy theories within this

Twitter thread.

In addition to Kathimerini, we also monitored a variety of Greek media

outlets for QAnon related reporting. As a result, we found 10 Twitter

posts by well-established Greek media outlets criticizing the QAnon

movement, and we attach some of these examples below.







This report looked at the spread of conspiracy theories

on Twitter in the month before the 2020 US

presidential election. Focusing on QAnon, Twitter and

the US elections we aimed to explore one of the

digital spaces where conspiracy theories are present,

discussed, and contested.

There are several reasons for focusing on Twitter. Its

increasing use – some estimates 330 million people

used Twitter monthly in 2020 - has made it a powerful

tool and element of political communication. Twitter

has changed since its inception in 2006. It has shifted

from encouraging users to share personal information

in response to the initial question ‘what are you doing’

to a real time information network on ‘what is

happening’. This change occurred roughly in 2009.

This shift has had a profound impact on public

debates. In academic terms, it brought concerns

about “the ability of digital media to support the

formation of a public sphere, where a diversity of

opinion and information can interact, or, conversely, to

function as an echo chamber that reinforces

established perspectives and opinions”. In political

communication, it gave an opportunity to politicians

such as Donald Trump to promote, facilitate and

mobilize social groups at unprecedented scale.
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The Get The Trolls Out! media monitoring team, working on the

analysis of discrimination and intolerance based on religious grounds in

Europe since 2015, identified the rise of conspiracy theories and QAnon

in particular on social media platforms. Our objective in this study was

to explore the process of migration of US-based conspiracy theories to

Europe and the points at which religion and conspiracy theory merge.

QAnon conspiracies are a signifier of wider social, political and

communication processes. What started as “a sprawling but unfounded

conspiracy theory claiming the existence of a global network of political

elites and celebrities who want to take down Trump” (The Atlantic, June

2020), has expanded to include a secret cabal running a child sex

trafficking ring (Pizzagate), a secret war between the Trump

administration and a ‘deep state’, wide corruption of the political

system, powerful elites using coronavirus as a cover to implant people

with microchips, governments erecting 5G towers during lockdown to

surveil the population, and many other apocalyptic predictions wrapped

up in evangelistic Christianity that increasingly defines the movement. 

Part 1 of the report presents results of the quantitative analysis of about

half a million tweets posted in October 2020.  We found about 3,000

different hashtags related to QAnon and 1,250 Twitter profiles, mainly

from the US (300) then Canada (30), Germany (25), Australia (20), the

United Kingdom (20), the Netherlands (15), France (15), Italy (10), Spain

(10), and so on. 
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disinformation videos, and also each other’s tweets in a mutually

reinforcing confirmation bias. New language to express negative

sentiments is coined and adopted by others, in particular pejoratives for

face masks and slurs for mask wearers and political leaders.

Accompanying memes shared by the users focus on ridiculing political

leaders, displaying them as alien reptilian overlords, antagonists from

popular movies (e.g. Star Wars Sith lords, the cyborg from The

Terminator), and so on. In the case of Donald Trump, he is sometimes

portrayed as Jesus, as a superhero, clad in medieval armour, and so on,

with underlying references to Bible quotes and an impending

apocalypse in which he will defeat the forces of evil.

We also trained a Word Embedding model on QAnon Twitter content,

which is interesting to explore as a conceptual space of how QAnon

followers perceive political topics or religious ideas.

In Part 2, we applied qualitative analysis on a number of case studies.

We examined the mainstream media’s Twitter feeds in search of

reporting on the QAnon movement in Europe. We observed a diverse

array of pro-QAnon tweets in response to these articles. 

The close textual analysis of tweets, confirmed a significant amount of

COVID-19 denial along with all seven of the recurring themes of QAnon

identified within our quantitative analysis; support for Trump, support

for EU-based nationalism, support for QAnon, deep state conspiracies,

corona conspiracies, religious conspiracies, and extremism, especially

antisemitism. In the second part of our investigation, we examined the

variance and relative threat of QAnon within case studies from France,

French-speaking Belgium, Flemish-speaking Belgium,  Germany, Greece,

Hungary, and the United Kingdom.
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The evidence presented in the case studies offered a number of insights

on the presence, prevalence and nature of the QAnon movement in

Europe. First of all, it provided evidence on the use of Twitter as an

online space to learn about, discuss and react on the QAnon movement.

This space is often filled with the same conspiracy theories which are

repeated by all proponents of QAnon across the globe. In particular,

GTTO monitors identified multiple cases of antisemitism and

coronavirus conspiracies. While the mainstream media in most cases

refrained from posting QAnon news stories on Twitter,  even the topic of

their stories and part of the information provided were used as a trigger

for engaging in conspiracy theories. 

Throughout these case studies, we also observed differences in the

following of QAnon among different European countries. For one,

German-speaking Twitter hosts a particularly dangerous and

widespread QAnon movement, especially given that all of the core

themes of QAnon are represented in this online space. On the other

hand, Greek-speaking Twitter displayed some evidence of the spread of

conspiracy theories but no evidence of a QAnon following. Countries

also varied in terms of the main focus of QAnon supporters. In Hungary,

the QAnon movement is largely characterized by an alarming level of

antisemitism. In France, the environment of uncertainty created by the

COVID-19 pandemic incentivized the spread of QAnon and other

conspiracy theories as a means of rationalizing opposition to

government restrictions. In the United Kingdom, we discovered a

meaningful debate about free speech and conspiracy theories and

Twitter users who argued both for and against the regulation of QAnon

and other conspiracy theories. We even detected distinctions between

the two regions of Belgium, Flanders and Wallonia. 
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